
 
 
 
Questions and Answers- RFP 2014-102 
 

1.  Who is your current TPA managing your program & TESTING LAB 
conducting the testing? Information not divulged during bidding process 
 

2. What current clinics do you use and what are their hours?  We currently 
use two (2) clinics  hours: 8-5 and after hours as needed 
 

Who provides the mobile on site testing, both during and after hours when 
needed?  No mobile unit at this time.  
 

3.   What is your current monthly / yearly total volume for ALL your testing 
based on 2013 numbers?: We have approx. 1500 employees DOT approx. 10 
per quarter                                 & NON- DOT, approx. 175 per quarter 

 

including all test reasons: Pre employment-yes, random-yes, reasonable 
suspicion-yes, post-accident-yes 
 

4.     What are your current prices for the following services: Information not 
divulged during bidding process 

DOT Drug Test (lab cost + collection fee): 
             Non-DOT Drug Test (lab cost + collection fee): 
             Breath Alcohol Test (Initial charge): 
             Breath Alcohol Test (Confirmation charge): 
             MRO review fee for negative tests:                                                                  
             MRO review fee for positive tests: 
             After Hour Fees (please identify if these fees are “per event” or “per hour” 
or if the urine collection & breath alcohol test are at a higher price per test): 
            After Hours Quantity Insufficient Fee: 
             Mileage Fees (for after hours testing or off-site testing): 
             Off Site Fees (again, please include any fees in addition to urine collection 
& BAT fees): 
             Any yearly Administrative / Consortium / Random Pool Fee: 
            DOT Physical fee: 
___________ 



            Training/Reasonable Suspicion fee (and please identify if it is “per person” 
or “per event”): Information not divulged during bidding process 
            Is the training in-house or online? In house   
            How many supervisors/employees are trained at the same time?: 119 
employees in two separate sessions. 
 
      5.  How many copies of the proposal would you like submitted with the 
original proposal? The Original and 2 copies is suffice  
 

      6.  If there are “after hours” needs, are the “after Hour” fees only for 
emergency situations YES or are they “scheduled IF they are scheduled, how 
many people are tested per scheduled event on average?:  After hours are 
emergency situations in most cases. Every so often,  Scheduled after hour testing 
are performed on 20-25 employees that work in departments that operate on a 
24 hours a day (i.e. Sheriff’s office) approximately 20-25 employees are tested. 
 

      7.  For the DOT & Non-DOT drug testing, we offer 2 types of sites for the 
collections.  Each site has their collection fee, so how would you like me to quote 
the 2 types of site drug test prices on the schedule of fees for DOT & Non-DOT? 
Please quote both separately  
__________ 

      8.  When will the answers to these questions be published for vendors, and 
where will we obtain this addendum? These questions will be posted today 
04.10.14 as a series of questions and answers for informational purposes only.  
 
 
 
 


